Heatcom Corporation A/S maintains the normal operation despite the Corona virus.
We support all government and healthcare recommendations and take responsibility for limiting the risk of
infection - but at the same time we keep the wheels turning and keep the manpower intact, although in a
slightly different way than usual.
Heatcom has introduced a two team shift in the production and half of the office and administrative staff
work from home via their PC and phone.
Thus, we have created lots of space and distance between the employees and we have been able to
maintain our total capacity and not least our customer service and delivery capability.
At the same time, the hygiene of the company has been increased significantly both through daily cleaning
and the employees' own cleaning around their workstation - following detailed instructions.
Our delivery capacity is almost intact – however day to day orders cannot be guaranteed at the moment, it
may take an extra 24 hours, but we will try if possible.
We cannot guarantee that there will be no delays going forward, considering all the implications and
boundary closures we hear about daily now. For the time being the goods are flowing freely in and out of
our warehouse here at Heatcom, and we have close contact with our suppliers and logistics networks about
the situation.
However, as a customer, we encourage you to take due care and place your order for us a little earlier than
you might otherwise. Thus, you both help yourself as a customer and us to get through the crisis in the best
way without the least possible impact.
During the period we do not visit our clients personally and we also do not receive consultancy visits.
All internal meeting activity is also kept to an absolute minimum at present and only very small and short
meetings are held in a large open space room. Drivers are serviced as far as it goes outside and otherwise
access is closed to all persons who do not have daily connection with the company.
Briefly summarized we produce and deliver as planned and all sails are set to minimize the risk of virus
spread. If the situation changes, we will communicate this on our website: www.heatcom.dk
If there are any questions, we can of course be contacted on tel. 6341 7777 or one of our direct numbers.
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